Administrator Guide
Starting off with Wisembly

23 pages to fully understand our solution

by Wisembly Success Team !
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What is a Wiz ?
Wisembly is an interactive solution that allows your participants to get invoved.
It is a 100% Web application that you can find at https://app.wisembly.com.
An interactive platform created on Wisembly is called a «Wiz».

Access Wisembly

1. Click on Connect to
log in

2. Click on Create a Wiz to connect
and create a new platform
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3. There are several ways to connect or create an account, including
Connecting by e-mail

4. You can then choose to Login or Register if you are a new user. Fill in the fields
(e-mail and password) and them you will be connected or registered !
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What is a Wiz ?

Create a Wiz (first step)
1. Click on Create a Wiz once
connected to your profile

Choose a plan : you have to choose whether you want to create a freemium or if
you want to create through a contract. If you have subscribed to a licence from 2016
you will be known as a contract holder and your Wiz will be activated automatically
with the licence you own.

2. Choose your plan : between
freemium and contract holder

or

2. Fill in the activation code of your
contrat (only for licences
contracted before 2016)

3. Check the list of features
available to you

4. Click on Continue to further
create your Wiz
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What is a Wiz ?

Create a Wiz (second step)

1. Give a title to your
meeting that will be
shown on the Wiz
screen

2. Set the keyword of your event
which will be the web address
(URL) of your meeting

3. Indicate the expected
number of participants
to calculate
participation rate

4. Click on Continue to move on to
step 2 of a Wiz creation

5. You can check your user name
and attached contract here
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What is a Wiz ?

Create a Wiz (third step)

1. With one click, pick the
date when your
meeting starts

2. Set the end date of your
meeting with a second click

3. Check if the start and
end date of your Wiz
are correct

4. Click on Continue to finish the
creation of your Wiz

5. You can check your user name, attached contract here, as
well as informations on your Wiz

6. Start preparing your Wiz by
clicking on this button
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What is a Wiz ?

Introducing the Prepare interface
Open your Wiz to the public
1. Once you create a Wiz, you will land on the Prepare page

2. The Settings button will
allow you to change the
opening dates

3. Change your opening dates if needed

4. You can check here if
your Wiz is accessible to
your participants
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What is a Wiz ?

Introducing the Prepare interface
Features available on the Prepare menu

1. Activate the Moderation filter to choose

1

the messages you want to let through

2

2. Activate the Tags feature to add labels
for each message for advanced filtered
views

3. Import Files or Media to share and
display through your Wiz

4. Do polls and ask your participants opinion
through Votes

5. Evaluate

the satisfaction or the
knowledge with Questionnaire or Quiz

6. Invite your participants and people to
help you administer the platform

3

4

5
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Good to know: Remember that everything you do in the Prepare menu is not shown
right away to the participants. You will have to go through «Run» to launch the elements you have prepared live.
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What is a Wiz ?

Introducing the Facilitate interface
1

2

3

6
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1. Click on Run to access this interface
2. View the number of active users on your Wiz
3. The Launchpad will allow you to launch the content you have prepared
4. When a document is launched, use the arrows to change the slides
5. Messages are written and sent through this field
6. View the messages awaiting moderation
7. Create a customized filtered view of your messages
8. Your participants can like relevant messages
9. Control and administer messages with these buttons
Good to know : the launchpad is available only for admins and Wiz’s creators.
Seeing this launchpad on the left is a good hint of you being on the «Run» interface.
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Prepare my Wiz
Define how you would like to use Wisembly during your meeting (brainstorming meetings, training session, decision making meeting, etc). Before the
meeting, upload documents and media. It’s a great way of doing things a bit
differently and sharing knowledge to your attendees.

Documents and Media
1. Access

this
menu
through Prepare and
«Manage documents»

2. Click on Add a
document to import
other files to your Wiz

3. Preview, check and edit
the selected document

4. Validate this option to
allow participants to
download this
document on their
device

5. Save the changes made

Good to know: you can add a document from your computer. It can be played as
a slideshow (PPT, PDF or image) and/ or be shared with your participants (all type
of formats, up to 100MB per document).
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Prepare my Wiz

Votes
1. Access

this
menu
through Prepare and
«Manage votes»

2. Click on Create and select the type of question you
want to create

3. Fill in the question title
4. You may add an
optional
description

(mandatory)

5. Add as many answers options
as you want

6. Live results allow the participants
to see the results evolving while
the vote is still on

7. Allow participants to answer
several times on the same device
by allowing Multiple answers

8. Save your question when you
have finished editing it

Good to know: with Votes, you can connect instantly with the audience and have
a glimpse of their opinion on a specific subject. It also allows you to take quick
actions and quick decisions on key matters.
Quick tips & advice: you will not be able to edit a Vote when it has already been
launched or when you already have collected answers. To change the title or the
answer choices in that case you will have to reset the vote.
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Prepare my Wiz

Evaluations : the Questionnaire
1. Access

this
menu
through Prepare and
«Manage Evaluations»

2. Click on Create and create a new Evaluation, either
a questionnaire or a quiz

3. Fill in the questionnaire title
(mandatory)

4. You may add an
optional
description

5. Choose the type of questions
you want to add

6. Add your
questions to the
questionnaire

8. Allow participants to answer
several times on the same device
by allowing Multiple answers

7. Add layouts elements to help
organize your questionnaire

9. Save your questionnaire when
you have finished editing it

Good to know: if you already have received answers to one questionnaire, you
can check this panel for results, and sort them either by question item or by
participant.
Quick tips & advice: remember that you can Duplicate your questionnaire on the
same platform or on another one. It is very helpful in case you want to use the
same structure again for example, without having to recreate it all.
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Prepare my Wiz

Quiz

1. Fill in the quiz title
(mandatory)

2. You may add an
optional
description

3. Choose the type of questions
you want to add

4. Add your
questions to the
questionnaire

5. Distinguish right or wrong
answers by clicking here

6. Add a correction to explain
the right answer(s)

7. Define a specific timer for the
participants to answer your quiz

8. Save your questionnaire when
you have finished editing it

Quick tips & advice: instead of using a Questionnaire to do your satisfaction survey, it is sometimes pertinent to propose a Quiz instead. The Quiz offers you the
possibility to grasp if people have understood the content of the meeting rather
than only knowing if they liked -subjectively- the quality of the intervention or the
value of the panellists.
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Prepare my Wiz

Invite my participants / team
1. In the Prepare Menu, click on Invite my participants to open a new tab.

2. You may invite participants
through e-mail (especially
useful to invite other people
to help you administer
Wisembly)

2bis. Copy the URL of your Wiz
and paste it in any communications/mail directed
to your participants

3. A new tab will invite you to check the list of participants and promote them with
more rights on the Wiz if needed

4. Select your participant to
be promoted

5. Select the role you want to
give

6. Check the roles given to all
your participants

The different roles
Administrator: They have all the rights on the platform.
Moderator: They can do everything except manage settings.
Facilitator: They can’t create content, but they can see the content and launch features.
Participant: They can’t see anything except that which you authorise.
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Run my Wiz
Now that you know how to prepare the content of your Wiz, you only have to
know how to animate your platform. Let your participants have their word to
say and make your meetings even more dynamic!

Moderate messages
1. Click on Run to access

2. Click on the moderation

this interface

tab to see pending
messages

4. Delete messages and they will
disappear from Wisembly

3. Edit to correct spelling
mistakes for example

5. Publish messages to
see them live on the
stream

Good to know: you can activate moderation or deactivate it in Prepare or into
Settings

or
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Run my Wiz

The Launchpad
The Launchpad: it is a shortcut throughout all the content you’ve prepared. You can
manage your Wiz, while keeping an eye on your feed.

How to use the Launchpad

Set your presentation mode

2
1

2
1
3

1. Click on the type of content that you want
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to launch.

2. Click on the Start button to publish to
everyone the content that you have prepared
Example (launch a satisfaction questionnaire):
Click on Evaluations
Click on Start under the title of the questionnaire.

1. Click on Projection
2. Click on the Open Presentation Mode
button to access the page that will show
on a projected screen/TV

3. Hide interactivity for some time before
opening the curtain when you want

4. This menu manages the display of
messages when a document is
broadcasted
Good to know: in this Projection menu
you can also filter which messages will
appear on the projected screen
(favorite, most reacted, most recent)
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Run my Wiz

Moderator feed
Actions on messages: The moderator and animator can perform specific actions
on the messages feed. The animator can only see button 3 and 4.

2

3
4

4

5

1. This button makes allow you to react to the messages posted.
2. This button makes a comment visible to everyone and the moderator can directly
write a message.

3. Click on this button to display the message/question in Presentation Mode. This
is ideal for livening up Q&A sessions.

4. This button adds the message to the list of favorites. This marker is visible only to the
organiser’s team.

5. This button is used to edit or delete the message.
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Run my Wiz

Archives
Archives feature: it allows you to empty the content of your entire feed into a
backed-up folder. You can name this box and consult it at any time.

1. Click on this button to archive
all your stream of activity

2. A window will appear: you can then name your archive. Then click on Archive to
validate.

Good to know: From then on, all messages, Votes and Evaluations will disappear
from your feed, on your participant’s feed and on the Presentation Mode.
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Analyse my Wiz
After your meetings, you can get complete and detailed statistics. Therefore,
you can better understand what your participants loved, what they didn’t, and
improve your next meetings accordingly.

Consult your archives
Archives: the content of your feed is stored in your Archives and can also be found
in Excel exports

1. Click on Analyse to
access this interface

2. This button allow you to hide
this archive to the participant

3. Select the archive you
want to consult

4. You are still able to do
any actions on these
messages

Good to know: by default, participants can check all archives unless you hide them.
You may also want to highlight a former message still in the archive by pushing it in
button.
presentation mode with the
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Analyse my Wiz

Statistics overview
About statistics : lthe overview allows you to analyse your whole Wiz. You can then
compare the participation rate, number of messages posted, number of reactions associated... All these informations will allow you to know at a glance how the meeting has
been perceived.

1. Click on Analyse to display statistics

2. You can show the detail of each
feature used and export the
corresponding data as an excel
sheet (voir 3.)

3. Check in depth stats
by feature

5. Export all data by clicking on this tab

4. Export the data
harvested by this specific
feature
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Analyse my Wiz

Timeline - PRO licence Only
About the timeline : it allows you to see what happened on a meeting throughout
time. All key moments will be shown here : from votes results to reactions triggered
by each message.

1. Click on Timeline

2. Observe the distribution of
messages throughout the meeting.

The timeline helps you spot key moments of each of your meetings without diving
into an Excel sheet !

3. The admin actions
are displayed on the left

4. Participants’ actions
are displayed on the
right
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Analyse my Wiz

Insights - Pro licence only
About the insights : insights allow you to dig into the statistics behind any interaction
on the Wiz. Here, you can create bridges between what people have done in one
feature related to what they did elsewhere to bring your analysis to another level.

1. Select the feature to analyse in depth

1. Click on Insights

2. Choose your criteria to filter your
stats and get a deeper analysis

Once you have selected your filter(s) to do cross-data analysis, you can compare general statistics with those coming from the cross-data analysis (3).

3

4. check the criterias
from the filtered view
of your stats
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Need help ? Do not forget our support service !
Help & support button : you will find a button on the top right part of each of your Wiz
that gives direct access to several support services according to the type of licence
you have.

Once you click on this button, the window just below will appear :

1
2

3
1. Do a smart research in our FAQ : results will be displayed just below in relation to
what you are currently typing.

2. Contact us by chat (open directly in the application a chat window with our team),
mail and phone for Pro licences owners.

3. Visit our web academy to check ressources available to all clients, register to
free regular trainings or event check the best use cases from other users.
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Thank you for
choosing Wisembly

Contact us at support@wisembly.com
for any further question

